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The Redwood Forest
The thick mist of the morning dew ascending off the 

ground as the sun rises 
Over the horizon, to greet the world with  

another new day of life.
The vastness of the Redwood trees, as they stand tall, 

Conquer the sunlight as if reaching closer  
and closer every minute.

Plants on the ground level struggle to thrive  
because of lack of sunlight

That the canopies of the massive  
Redwoods dominate.

Although the life of the forest is beautiful and abundant
With many different species of plants,  

flowers, and wildlife.
Deer frolicking around the forest floor, 

And above soar the birds, indigenous to the tree tops. 
Fresh water ponds and creeks that home different

And ample species of amphibians and reptiles, 
Are all part of one gargantuan, ancient,  

and thriving ecosystem.
—Cam Best, Junior 

Sitting in the cold, 
Waiting for hours
For a deer to come
Down the trail
Slowly
Always looking for danger 
Under your stand 
And into the field 
You plowed 
You planted. 
After the shot 
You wait for a while 
Then start to track. 
When you finally find it 
The real work begins.

—Will Norton, Junior
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Abby Maurelli, Freshman

Kayla Francis, Freshman

Belief is a doorway
The more you believe 
The more opportunity
If you close your mind
You close the doorway

Never to be opened again
Until you find another reason 

Believe in yourself 
And the door will always be open 

By being a positive influence
You can help others believe

By opening the doorways in their lives
—Matthew Myers, Junior

Tree, Tree, growing so tall
Over the hills and through the woods.

Tree, Tree, what do you need?
The sunlight from above the leaves.

Tree, Tree, what do you need?
The water that runs underneath me.

Tree, Tree, what do you do all day?
I stand under the bright light all day.

Tree, Tree, what happened to your leaves?
When the weather changes, they all fly away.

Tree, Tree, how old are you?
Too old to remember and too happy to care.

—James Tuttle, Junior
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Kassie Boss, Freshman

Kylie Brigham, Freshman

Wings
She can’t see her wings,

But those around her can.
They insist she is perfect,

That she is beautiful.
But how can you believe something you can’t see?

Butterflies can’t see their wings,
They will never know how beautiful they are.

Just like her. 
—Cori Mae DeFlumere, Junior
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Kyle Blake, Freshman

Liz Ilarraza, Freshman

The delightful beach 
Wind blowing and sun glowing

Calming the soul

The sand 
Gritty under your feet

Massaging them peacefully

The waves 
Tides rolling high

Wind splashing them playfully like a child 
plays in the pool

The sun’
Shining brightly 

Giving a golden tan

The beach is where it’s at!

—Rebekah Oliver, Junior
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Stephanie Parker, Freshman

Ryan Funk, Junior

I say, Sweet dreams,
Don’t forget to dream about me.

You reply, I always do,

Goodnight.

I lay still
Wondering.
Do you?
Do you really
love me or
is this
all a dream?

—Selena Rathbone, Junior
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Only when your feet touch the 
Sun-kissed dirt of a gravel road,
Where the rocks are faded but strong, 
Where the footsteps and tire tracks of many
Have printed their marks in the soft ground,
Or where the shadows of the world around it
Rest upon it in the late afternoons;
Only then can one truly know
That backroads tell stories.

Only when fields of gold stretch 
On either sides of that road,
When the grass reaches for its chance to rise above
And steal the remaining glimpses of sunlight,
When the weathered posts of pastures are buried deep in the ground
Stretching as far and wide as the eye can see,
When in those pastures rest the bulky bodies of cattle,
Or the arching backs of horses,
Grazing and bathing in the dwindling sun,
When their tails and manes blow in the cool breeze;
Only then can one truly know
That backroads tell stories.

Only when the cracked and calloused hands
Of a grandfather point to an abandoned house 
Nestled on the side of the road
And tells you about the family that once was,
What they were like, what they did for a living, and how long he had known them.
Or when he points to a fallen barn
Surrounded by overgrown pastures
And tells you about the work he put in as a boy
Working long hours raising livestock for auction
To earn a pocket full of change
To experience his first beer.
Or when he journeys across a worn bridge
Rickety with age and smeared in rust
Hovering over a small yet roaring river
To tell you the tale of the flood he and his community had survived.
How they banded together to help one another in time of need.
Only then can one truly know
That backroads tell stories.

When you stop and see the small yet vivacious landscape before you,
When you stop and view the farms both old and abandoned, broken and bruised,
When you view the houses of people who call this road their home,
When you watch the nostalgia of a life spent here through the eyes of another,
You begin to see.
You begin to understand.
You begin to listen
To the stories the backroad tells.

—Montana Tyler, Junior
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Kylie Brigham, Freshman

Track is the ultimate sport,
The very best of the best,
The key to track is determination.

At the race you do your ultimate best
No matter how much you hurt
You dream of being the champion

I may not be the best of the best,
But it doesn’t stop me from trying,
I run so fast, I can’t even stop.

It’s easy to get in first,
But it’s ultimately all mental.
Mental is the key to success.

Running feels like you’re on top of the world,
The feeling that makes us great.
My love for track makes my body ache.

Just wait and see my big dreams come true.
Never give up on goals; I’m telling you.

—Tanner Sutliff, Junior
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Anastasia Edwards, Freshman

If you could see the things the mountains see,
Would you?
Rising higher and higher amongst the clouds
Their view unlimited.

Would you be Kilimanjaro, and see the the birth of man?
Yet later see the death of men, in Rwanda and Sudan?

Or Everest, witness to the golden age of China,
But also the Golden Horde.

Would you rest your gaze off Pike’s great Peak,
To watch the buffalo hunt.
If immediately it was followed
By the slaughter at Wounded Knee Creek?

Turn you now to Snowy Alps, and raise the banners of peace
Centuries after the riders came
And razed Eternal Rome

Nestled high in heavenly cloud, behold the great horizons.
But if you saw both rising and setting sun
Would you open your eyes at all?

—Robert Child, Junior
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Gabrielle Eklund, Sophomore

My grandma is the sunshine
Shining down on me
Telling me that she is ok and
Watching over me 
There’s not a day that is going to 
Go by that I am not going to miss her 
Now grandma and poppy are shining together watching
Over me and the rest of the family 

My gram was my light when she was here 
Now that she is gone she is shining brighter 
I love my gram and I know that she loves me 
I love my shining light my inspiration to follow my dreams 
I miss my gram so much but she is in a better place I love you 
and will always be thinking of you 

—Michaela Lasher, Junior
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Jenna Gregory, Sophomore

Levi Waffle, Fourth Grader

Fear is cold water.
You jump right in 
And regret it instantly;
So you try to crawl out.

—Brian Page, Junior
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William Ranc, Sophomore 

Emily Sellers, Senior

Isaac Whitbeck, Junior

The smell of the crisp morning air, 
 The mist playing hide and seek, 

 Rising, into the air and spreading a light dew,
The Sun begins to rise;

 The temperature began to warm.
The birds begin to chirp and awake.

The cows begin to moo, and ponder the gate to the fields.
Cars start to travel by heavily on their way to work.

Zoom, zoom, zoom; they’re gone. 
It is time to eat breakfast, crunchy bowl of cereal;

Yum, yum, belly is full; now to start the day. 
The sun setting high soaring through air making;

 everything so warm and bright!
—Kaleigh Spencer, Junior
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William Ranc, Sophomore 

Isaac Whitbeck, Junior

Emily Sellers, Senior

From the blinding light
Came a mysterious darkness
Seemingly innocent at first
I didn’t know how I’d forgotten this

Although the darkness was gloomy
I did not give up hope
For through the gloominess
Death stood with a white rose

He smiled and I realized then
I was meant to leave this bright land
And so I took Death’s hand
And we walked away from the light

—Melanie Cookinham, Junior
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Shianne Hamm, SeniorMontana Tyler, Junior 
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Emily Sellars, Senior Meghan Barringer, Senior

Rebecca Rutte, Senior 
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Gaby Machado, Senior

Spectacles

You saw me being born 
The brown Eyes 

The pupils that connect you to your vision
The stone cold stare

The twinkle in the corner of your Eye
Every blink led to another memory

From a boy to a man
Your Eyes molded me to who I am

The trust in your heart
Connects to your Eyes 

The belief in me 
Led to your Eyes 

The never ending sight 
Your son 

The 
Meaning

Of 
Love 

Coursing 
Through you

Being able to watch me evolve
My personality

My body and soul
My Eyes were finally working

I was seeing what you were
Not everything was the same

But when I was born 
I saw you mom 

I stared right into those Eyes
Dark brown Eyes

As soon as you saw me 
Your Eyes led to a smile
Hope led to your Eyes 

But when your eyes weren’t working
I 

Bought you 
Spectacles

And as you grew 
And how you evolved 

I watched you become blind
It was my time to take care of you

My time to be the caretaker

I use the Eyes you gave me 
I’m grown now 

I see in you what you saw in me 

Then I realized 
Moms don’t need sight

For she shall still watch me grow 
She will watch me live a life 

I want to 
Live 

—Ryan Funk, Junior
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Shianne Hamm, Senior

Emily Sellars, Senior

Montana Tyler, Junior
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Miss Wilson’s Pre-K  Future Famous Americans

Abbi Raudibaugh

Ariana Chapin

Emma Decker

Abby Gates

Connor Parker

Ennis Townsend 

Alex Parker 

Dylan Ostrander

Eric Thom
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Miss Wilson’s Pre-K  Future Famous Americans

Isaiah Jones

Kendra Smith

Madison LindbergJoey Briguglio
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Kaitlyn Babcock

Luke Raudibaugh Shania Smith
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Stephanie Parker, FreshmanKylie Brigham, Freshman

Ryan Funk, Junior

Liz Ilaraza, Freshman Kayla Francis, Freshman
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Kyle Blake, Freshman

Kassie Boss, Freshman

Katelyn Robinson, Freshman 

Abby Maurelli, Freshman Anastasia Edwards, Freshman

The violets 
Aren’t as violet
As they could be
Just like humans
They’re not as humane
As they could be

—Michael Merchant, Senior



Isaac Whitbeck, 
Junior
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The sun rises, the weather gets hot
players rise, eager to play.

They shower, gather their things
and head to the field.

The sound of metal spikes on the sidewalk,
the crack of the ball off of the bat,
the pop of the mitt with the ball,

all incredible sounds.

‘Round since the 1800’s
America’s pastime still thrives.

From young to old,
all respect the game of baseball.

—David Dugan, Junior


